
Design Guide 2014 Consultation
To make sure the new developments in the district are well-designed, well
laid out and in keeping with their surroundings, we are reviewing our Design
Guide. The Design Guide is a document used by developers to make sure
they design homes and communities in line with the needs of the local
area. The councils’ planning officers also use the document when deciding
if a planning application is suitable. This is your opportunity to give us
your views on our revised guide.

Name

Name of organisation if representing (if applicable)

Please provide your e-mail address or contact address

Q1 Do you have any comments on the general format and layout of the
guide? Is it clear and suitable for your needs?

Q2 Are the principles clearly articulated? Is the accompanying guidance
sufficient to demonstrate how the aims of the principle can be achieved?
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Q3 Do you have any comments on the checklists? Do you find them a useful
tool when working up or assessing design?

Q4 What would help make this document more suitable for your needs?

Q5 Are there any other comments that you would like to make on the design
guide consultation document?

Thank you for taking the time to respond to our consultation. The
comments will be used to make any necessary updates to the guide before
we look to adopt the document in the New Year. For those completing a
pdf or hard copy response form these can be sent to
planning.policy@whitehorsedc.gov.uk or via post to Planning Policy, Vale
of White Horse District Council, Benson Lane, Crowmarsh Gifford, OX10
8ED. The consultation closes on 19 December by 4.30 pm precisely.
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	Design Guide Review Response Form (1)

	Text14: Dr A D Turner
	Text15: 
	Text16: andrew.d.turner@btinternet.com
	Text17: This was clearly presented and well structured
	Text18: The principles we were well laid out and commendable in their content.    The guidance given was clear in how the principles could be applied.
	Text19: The check-lists were a useful tool in assessing a design.
	Text20: The total document comprised a significant number of pages  - which made it quite a commitment to read through.  Perhaps presenting it in a condensed form with appendices for the detail might have been another option.
	Text21: Overall, the design guide is an excellent document with laudable principles in designing an attractive living environment.


